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We report on investigations into the fundamental surface emission parameters, the geometric field
enhancement factor (β) and the work function (φ), by making both field emission and Schottky-
enabled photoemission measurements. The measurements were performed on a copper surface in the
Tsinghua University S-band RF gun in two separate experiments. Fitting our data to the models
for each experiment indicate that the traditionally assumed high value of β(≈ 50 − 500) does not
provide a plausible explanation of the data, but incorporating a low value of φ at some sites does.
In addition, direct measurements of the surface conducted after the experiment show that β is on
the order of a few, consistent with our understanding of the electron emission measurements. Thus
we conclude that the dominant source of electron emission in high gradient RF cavities is due to
low φ sites, as opposed to the conventionally assumed high β sites. The origin of low φ at these
sites is unclear and should be the subject of further investigation.

RF breakdown in high-gradient accelerating structures
is an important issue and is still poorly understood. Field
emission (FE) is considered to be the major gradient lim-
iting factor in RF cavities and a precursor to breakdown.
FE is analyzed via Fowler-Nordheim (FN) theory using
β and φ. Typically, φ is assumed constant and the on-
set of FE in RF cavities is attributed to small geometric
surface imperfections such as peaks locally enhancing the
applied electric field. Field enhancement is parametrized
by a scaling factor β which is a measure of the micro-
scopic surface roughness. The FN plot also allows the
computation of the emitting area Ae. Given β and Ae,
one could also calculate the work function.
In this letter we use two surface parameters, β and φ, to

discuss and analyze FE and Schottky-enabled photoemis-
sion data from a RF photocathode gun. The traditional
FN analysis of FE data in RF cavities holds constant the
work function of the metal, φ. An alternative approach
is to consider the local variation of φ across the surface
along with β, an approach suggested by B.M. Cox [1] (see
Fig. 1).

FIG. 1. The role of geometric perturbations (parametrized by
β) vs. work function perturbations (parametrized by φ) and
their relative weights should be considered in determining the
onset of field emission.

Field emission and photoemission data was taken at

FIG. 2. Schematic of the experimental setup for FE and pho-
toemission measurements at Tsinghua University.

the Tsinghua University S-band RF gun facility. The
gun operates at 2856 MHz with a RF pulse length of 2
µs. The laser has a fundamental wavelength of 800 nm
and a 400 nm harmonic. Most RF photocathode guns
have a removable photocathode plug in a central hole of
the back wall. This setup results in dark current emit-
ted from the edges in the gap between the photocathode
and the wall which is hard to separate from the cathode
emission. This dark current interferes with the electrons
emitted from the surface that we are trying to measure.
On the other hand, the Tsinghua RF gun by design is
well-suited to surface emission current measurement (see
schematic in Fig. 2). The back wall of the gun is a solid,
de-mountable copper plate. The backplane of the gun,
with a central diamond-polished area, serves as a pho-
tocathode. Observed electron emission comes only from
the surface and not from edges around the cathode. The
available RF field level is in the range 50-75 MV/m. For
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a more detailed description of the gun, see [2], [3]. For
the experiment, peak RF field was varied systematically
from 57-73 MV/m. FE current was measured with a
Faraday cup just outside the gun.
The FN equation predicts the FE current as a function

of β and φ, IFE(β, φ). The Schrodinger equation is solved
for an E-field-modified surface potential at the surface
of a metal[4],[5],[6]. Local field variations due to surface
roughness are introduced via β such that Elocal = βE [7].
RF fields are introduced by substitution of E = E sin θ
(where θ=RF phase) and integrating over an RF period
to derive the FN equation for RF fields [8]:

I =
5.7× 10−12 × 104.52φ

−0.5

Ae(βE)2.5

φ1.75
× e(

−6.53×10
9φ1.5

βE
)

(1)
with I = the FE current in Amperes averaged over one

RF period, φ=the work function (eV), E = peak surface
electric field (V/m), Ae = emission area (m2), and β =
the field enhancement factor.
The usual experimental approach is to take FE data us-

ing a Faraday cup or an Integrating Charge Transformer
(ICT) (see Fig. 2), then plot current and RF field on a
FN plot, which linearizes the exponential. After doing a
linear fit, β is computed from the slope and the emitting
area Ae from the intercept.
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FIG. 3. Fowler-Nordheim plot of normalized FE data from the
S-band RF gun. Applying traditional analysis, both the field
enhancement factor β=130 and the emission area Ae = 4 nm2

were extracted from the slope of the plot using φ = 4.6 eV,
bulk work function of copper.

The FE data is plotted and fitted in Fig. 3. Each point
on the plot results from the average of 6-10 measurements
with σ ≈3%. The adjusted R-squared for the linear fit
was 0.99. β was extracted using the typical FN approach
assuming the bulk work function of copper, φ = 4.6 eV,
and yielding β = 130, consistent with typical RF cavity
FE data [9],[10],[8]. The emission area Ae ≈ 4 nm2 was
also extracted from the fit.
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FIG. 4. Schottky-enabled photoemission data from the S-
band RF gun. Long pulse (3 ps).hν = 3.1eV, Epeak = 55
MV/m,injection phase= 80o, Eaccel = 54 MV/m. Data with
linear fit.
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FIG. 5. Schottky-enabled photoemission data from the RF
gun. Short pulse (0.1 ps). hν = 3.1eV, Epeak = 55
MV/m,injection phase= 80o, Eaccel = 54 MV/m. Data with
linear fit.

The threshold for photoemission current in RF guns,
similar to FE current, is also a function of the surface
parameters φ and β. This threshold is probed with
Schottky-enabled photoemission which involves using a
photon energy (hν) below the photoemission threshold
and raising the Electric field to probe the threshold. A
detailed discussion of the method is available here[12].
Photocathode RF guns normally operate with hν ≫ φ
of the cathode. For the Schottky-enabled photoemis-
sion experiment, the parameters used were: bulk work
function of Cu = φ = 4.6 eV, hν = 3.1 eV. The differ-
ence between the photon energy and φ is 1.5 eV. The
threshold condition for Schottky-enabled photoemission
is this: the absolute difference between φ and hν is equal
to the Schottky potential. The expression for Schottky-
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enabled photoemission at the photoemission threshold
can be written[12]:

hν ≈ φ−
√

e3βE4πǫ0 (2)

where β = the field enhancement factor, hν=the pho-
ton energy in eV, φ=the bulk work function, E = peak
surface electric field and ǫ0 is the vacuum permittivity.
The radical expression is the E-field induced work func-
tion reduction due to the Schottky effect. To meet the
threshold condition requires high E-field, high β or low
φ (or combination).
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FIG. 6. Epeak = 50 MV/m,injection phase= 30o, Eaccel =
25 MV/m. Schottky-enabled photoemission, near threshold.
The plot becomes non-linear at laser energy above 0.4mJ,
indicative of the multi-photon emission regime. Data with
laser energy < 0.4mJ with linear fit, data with laser energy
> 0.4mJ, quadratic fit.

In case 1, the peak accelerating E-field was high (54
MV/m) and only single photon emission was observed;
see Figs. 4 and 5. Two laser pulse lengths, long (3 ps)
and short (0.1 ps), were used to determine if multi-photon
emission, which could obscure the single photon emission
signal, was occurring during the measurement. The ex-
pectation is that while operating within the single-photon
emission regime, both pulse lengths will yield the same
charge at a given laser energy and remain linear. The
results in Fig. 4 and 5 appear linear and have a sim-
ilar Quantum Efficiency (QE), indicating single-photon
emission. The QE extracted from the fits for the plots
appears low as emission does not occur equally at all
points in the laser spot. Rather, we believe most of
the emission is coming from some small, high QE sites
within the laser spot. In addition, since the laser en-
ergy is measured with a photodiode outside the vacuum
window, there are losses due to attenuation and reflec-
tion losses at the window and the laser mirror inside the
vacuum chamber. These losses are the reason that the
y-intercept is offset from the origin. The QE from Fig. 4

was about 3.90 ± 0.18× 10−7. The QE from Fig. 5 was
4.15± 0.11× 10−7, about the same.
In case 2, the peak accelerating E-field was low (25

MV/m) and approaching the threshold for Schottky-
enabled photoemission, but also approaching the instru-
mentation limits. Fig. 6 shows an initial linear trend
which becomes quadratic as the laser energy increases
above 0.4 mJ. This is indicative of the onset of two-
photon emission at high laser intensity. The QE calcu-
lated from the slope of the linear region was 3.11±0.11×
10−7. The adjusted R-squared for the linear fits were as
follows: Fig. 4, 0.905; Fig. 5, 0.94; and 6, 0.904. The
standard error was ≤5%.
Schottky-enabled photoemission was observed at all

measured field levels. Using equation 2, with a field level
of 54 MV/m together with the bulk φ of Cu = 4.6 eV, a
lower limit on β ≈ 30 was obtained from the data in Fig. 4
and 5. Taking the lowest field level at which emission was
measured (E=25 MV/m), together with the bulk work
function of Cu, an approximate upper limit on β ≈ 60
may be obtained. However, the signal in the low-field
case was weak and noisy so the actual threshold could be
higher or lower, and therefore so could β.
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FIG. 7. β vs φ plotted using the slope of the FN plot for
the Tsinghua data (Fig. 3). Each point on the plot represents
a possible combination of field enhancement factor and local
work function which match the data.

The high β values we computed using both the FN
approach and the Schottky-enabled photoemission mea-
surements are unphysical, as we now explain. For a sur-
face machined to ≈ 10 nm roughness, typical in a RF
cavity, this implies emission from tall, thin features re-
sembling 10 nm stacks of atoms. Such a tower of atoms
would have an aspect ratio of 100:1. Surface analysis
has shown these type of features simply are not there.
There are many reports of other researchers who have
had difficulty finding evidence of high β geometric fea-
tures [13],[9],[14]. In an effort to explain this, some have
postulated other mechanisms, for example, [15]. Results
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FIG. 8. Emitting area Ae computed from the intercept of
the FN plot (Fig. 3) using two different values of β. The
squares indicate the two points we chose for the purpose of
comparison.

of extensive studies of FE in Niobium cavities at Cornell,
Saclay and Orsay published in the early 1990s reported
contaminants, rather than surface projections, as a pri-
mary source of FE current[16],[10],[17].
If one assumes a perfect metal surface, then in order

for field emission to occur, the local field has to be very
high, E=O(GV/m), requiring a large value of β. How-
ever, surface analysis of the cathode using white-light in-
terferometry to determine surface roughness did not dis-
cover features that could account for such a high β. In
fact, the maximum value of β reported by Qian et al was
only about 1.2 [11], more than two orders of magnitude
smaller than the field enhancement from FN analysis. In
addition, we also have the data from Schottky-enabled
photoemission which indicates β ≫ 30. The difference
between the two could be due to the fact that the laser
samples only a small part of the cathode surface while FE
is from the entire surface. Since both results are inconsis-
tent with the surface analysis, we think a more plausible
view is that emission is from a few small locally low φ
sites.
An alternative way to fit the data is to use a lower

value of β(≈ 5), and assume that some unknown defect
or mechanism lowers the work function at each point of
emission. In other words, a distribution which includes a
few sites of low φ exists on the surface. In our view, it is
these low work function sites which set the threshold level
for field emission and Schottky-enabled photoemission.
To explore the idea that the work function may vary

considerably at small areas across the surface, we looked
at the effect of different combinations of local φ and β.
We found it possible to fit the same data with a Fowler
Nordheim plot in many ways (Fig. 7). Each point on the
plot represents a (φ, β) pair based on the data and sat-
isfying the FN theory. However, only low β sites satisfy

the surface analysis results reported in Ref. [11].
In addition to the field enhancement factor, another

quantity which may be extracted from a FN plot is the
total area of emission, Ae. The area calculated in this
way is typically so small that observation is problem-
atic and the resulting current density unphysically high.
From Fig.8, choosing the point on the curve which rep-
resents the typical FN approach applied to the data,
(φ, β) = (4.6, 130), it can be seen that the total emis-
sion area is extremely small, Ae ≈ 4 nm2. Based on the
data, an area of this size would have a current density of
about 4× 109 A/cm2.
Because the calculated current density is in the resis-

tive heating regime, we did a simple-minded calculation
of the expected temperature rise due to Joule heating
of the emission site, neglecting heat conduction away
from the site. Using the RMS current, the emission
area and material constants, Joule heating calculation
yields a temperature rise of 500, 000◦C, per 100 ns of
RF, far beyond the melting point of copper. Using our
alternate approach, we choose the point on the upper
curve (φ, β) = (0.5, 5) which gives a much more reason-
able Ae ≈ 100 nm2. Doing the same calculation with
this area results in a more moderate temperature in-
crease of 800◦C. Choosing another point on the curve,
(φ, β) = (2.5, 5) yields Ae ≈ 5000 nm2, which would re-
sult in a negligible temperature increase. This type of
calculation, while very qualitative, does suggest that the
usual analysis does not work.
It is also observed that melting of emitters during RF

processing often results in increased surface roughness.
This should mean higher β and higher FE but the reality
is that after RF processing, FE declines[14]. This con-
tradiction can be explained by initially low work function
emitter sites which are melted, transforming them into
high work function sites with increased β, but the net
effect is decreased FE.
In conclusion, we have characterized φ and β using field

emission and photoemission from an S-band RF photo-
cathode gun. We believe that a cross-check of the data
indicates that using a low φ and reasonable β ≈ 5 ex-
plains the data better than the usual approach assuming
constant material work function with a very high β. In
this view, low φ sites are responsible for field emission
and are potential RF breakdown sites. While low φ sites
have not been directly identified, the existence of high
β sites has been ruled out by surface analysis. In the
future, systematic surface studies at the nanometer scale
are required in order to give a definitive explanation.
This work was funded by the U.S. Dept of En-

ergy Office of Science under contract number DE-AC02-
06CH11357.
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